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MBGC President’s Report
FAREWELL OLD FRIEND
It was with great sadness
that we farewelled our
beloved IS28-WVU as it left
us this week for its new
home at Lake Keepit Soaring
Club to begin the next
chapter of its life.

It is heartening I guess that the next chapter of
its life will see it reincarnated into a glider
simulator for training at Lake Keepit, so it is not
a total loss to the gliding movement.
Here are a few photos of the preparation of
WVU for its journey to Lake Keepit.

WVU was grounded this year as a result of the
30 year life limit placed on IS28 gliders.
An absolute shame as WVU would be one of
the better gliders of its type in terms of
condition and was still fully airworthy and
frequently flying training flights and AEFs at
Mt Beauty up to the end of its flying life.

Mike Pobjoy and Laura Sullivan with WVU before
derigging.
Photo: Mark Bland

IS28-WVU in its heyday over Mt Beauty township.
Photo: Ollie Barthelmes via GoPro

WVU was purchased in 1993 following the
write-off of its predecessor IS28-WVQ in 1993
in a flying accident.
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Dave Jacobson, Jono McAliece and Laura Sullivan
take a breather while derigging WVU.
Photo: Mark Bland
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a fly with the friendly guys at Byron Bay
Gliding Club while I was there.
ANDREW EVANS
PRESIDENT & ALPINE FLYER EDITOR

CFI Report
Welcome to Winter: So far
a fairly productive period for
the
club
with
flying
continuing with enthusiasm
despite the cooler weather
and only one weekend lost
so far due wet weather.
Dave Jacobson, Jono McAliece and Laura Sullivan
pack WVU in its trailer.
Photo: Mark Bland

Fortunately most of the welcome rain has been
mid week.
A reminder however that the airfield and
paddock are expectedly quite soggy and we
need to use care when driving around the field
to minimise leaving ruts and avoid getting
bogged.
Also need to remember to give the vehicles a
quick wash at the end of the day to avoid
having all the mud fall off in the hangar!
Cows

Ian Downes, Manager of Lake Keepit Soaring Club
about to depart with WVU.
Photo: Ian Cohn

Some may be aware that we’ve had a bit of a
problem with the cows in the winch paddock
having an appetite for electrical wiring and on
several occasions rendering the winch
inoperable by chewing the spreader motor
wiring and ignition leads.

Thanks to the derigging crew led by Mark
Bland and assisted by Mike Pobjoy, Dave
Jacobson, Jono McAliece and Laura Sullivan
who spent six hours on Saturday 22 June
extracting instruments and cleaning and
de-rigging WVU for its trip to Lake Keepit.
Thanks also to Mike Pobjoy who is currently
carrying out the 40 yearly inspection of Pilatus
VH-GCD (see the story and photo later).
The club continues to be very active during the
winter months with good flying patronage in
weekends and club trips away to Benalla and
Bendigo which are well covered by stories
below.
Thanks to all the contributors of great stories
and photos for this edition. I hope readers
enjoy it.
My apologies for the late publishing this month
due to my 7 year old Grandson Leif texting me
to invite me to Grandparents’ day at his
primary school in the hills behind Byron Bay
last week. Unfortunately it was too wet to have
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Our multi skilled Treasurer Steve Bradbury hard at
work cow proofing our winch.
Photo: Mark Bland

The kind farmer has lent us a couple of steel
panels to help fend off the beasts and Steve
Bradbury did some great work fixing up the
metal side guards.
The spreader motor is temporarily wired direct
to battery with alligator clips (until electrical
guru Peter Demeo fixes it) so it needs to be
connected before each launch.
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Terry’s Maintenance Report
Our winch engine was designed over 50 years
ago to run on leaded fuel.
Apart from
increasing the octane rating and power output
of the engine, the lead in the fuel had an
important lubricating effect that reduces engine
wear.
Due to adverse human health effects, leaded
fuel has been phased out by governments
around the world.

Partially completed cow proofing of the winch.
Photo: Mark Bland

I’d also like to bring your attention to the New
Look GFA website which at first glance seems
to very good and maybe worth a look at some
of the many topics covered.
Just take five minutes a day off your
“Facebook” time to learn something about your
sport.
Here’s a link to get you started….
http://www.glidingaustralia.org/GFA-Ops/opsdocuments.html

So to replace the lubricating effect of the lead
and reduce engine wear it is now very
important to add upper cylinder lubricant to our
premium unleaded winch fuel.
This is called “Valve Saver” and is available
from the bottle shown in the picture which is
kept on the shelf at the NW end of the hangar.
Put one capful of “Valve Saver” in the winch
fuel container for every 10 litres of winch fuel
immediately after purchase of the fuel.
Our retrieve cars are designed to run on
ordinary unleaded fuel and don’t need the
“Valve Saver” to be added.

Lookout
The practice of "see-and-avoid" is recognised
as the primary method that a pilot uses to
minimise the risk of collision when flying as an
uncontrolled flight in visual meteorological
conditions.
"See-and-avoid" is directly linked with a pilot's
skill at looking about outside the cockpit or
flight deck and becoming aware of the
surrounding visual environment.
Its effectiveness can be greatly improved if the
pilot can acquire skills to compensate for the
limitations of the human eye.
These skills include the application of effective
visual scanning, and the development of habit
patterns that can be described as "good
airmanship"…….Read more at:
www.glidingaustralia.org/Operations/bgk/04.pdf

CFI Quotes of the Month
“Mix ignorance with arrogance at low altitude
and the results are almost always
spectacular".
“After the crash, everyone knows how it could
have been prevented!”
MARK BLAND – CFI
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TERRY KNIGHT
TO OPS / AIRWORTHINESS / RADIO

RANGA SCHOLARSHIP
The Royal Australian Navy Gliding Association
(RANGA) has established a scholarship
valued at up to $1500 annually to be awarded
to a person who can demonstrate a strong
commitment to aviation, but who is not yet at
solo standard in any form of flying.
The money is a grant to assist in training in
gliding and will be paid to the club which
provides that training.
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The rules for the scholarship, and the process
for applications, can be found on the GFA
Website.

Welcome back Dustin

The scholarship runs from 24 July 2013 to
23 July 2014. Applications can be made until
3 July 2013.

Dustin Forke, formerly of Mt Beauty and now a
resident of Noosa Heads in Queensland,
visited the club on 9 June to renew his
membership and have some check flights with
instructor Andrew Evans.

MBGC junior member Brooke Anderson was
successful in being awarded this scholarship in
2011.

Dustin was originally trained by one of our
founding members Manfred Rueff and soloed
at age 15.

James Rowe goes solo

After his check flights Dustin took his girlfriend
Erina Kilmore and sister Jane for flights in our
new ASK21-GVA.

Junior member James Rowe of Benalla
recently went solo at Mt Beauty.

Erina Kilmore and Dustin Forke with ASK21-GVA.
Photo: Andrew Evans

James Rowe is all smiles as he prepares for his first
solo flight in ASK21-GVA.
Photo: Andrew Evans

President Andrew Evans congratulates
James Rowe after his first solo flight. Now he has to
wait 2 years to drive his parents’ car solo!
Photo: Duncan Robertson
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Jane Forke was excited about having a flight with
her brother Dustin in ASK 21-GVA.
Photo: Andrew Evans
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Junior Pilots’ winter party at Benalla
Recently a group of junior pilots all descended
on Benalla for a long weekend of partying and
flying! The following is an article that explains
a small portion of what happened while on the
ground. I'd like to say that names have been
changed to protect the innocent etc.... but
we’re all guilty!
So there I was a number of weeks ago just
casually talking to my 11 blonde supermodel
Miss Universe friends when I was suddenly
thrown into an enormous Facebook group
chat. This chat contained a whole variety of
junior glider pilots who promptly asked me:
Juniors: Hey Jono, if we want to get a group
together and descend on Benalla for the
weekend, what sort of approval do we require
from GCV?
Me: Guys, whatever approval you need,
consider it approved.
Juniors: Can you do that?
Me: I wear many hats at GCV so one of them
should cover it...... and if not, I'll deal with the
fallout later.
Juniors: Cool thanks Jono!
So, that left me thinking.... wow... I'd better
start organizing accommodation, gliders, tow
pilots, etc....
Friday was upon us quicker than expected and
the long weekend was about to start.

after all Kenton’s dad runs a hardware store
and such an environment would prevent him
getting homesick over the long weekend.
I’m rather surprised that Kenton and Reuben
enjoyed the caravan as much as they did. As
appealing as it sounds to use a drop saw as a
pillow and using ply-board as a blanket, I’m
glad I gave it a miss. Perhaps I’m just getting
too old?
I’m such a nice guy, that in the second
caravan I decided to go in and start up the
heater for “the girls” (Laura Sullivan and Ailsa
McMillan) before they got to Benalla.
So after a couple of hours they went to put
their bags in the caravan only to come back to
the GCV clubhouse complaining that the
caravan was not as toasty and warm as I'd
promised……
I didn't believe them at first…especially after
my forward planning......now, I must say...to
my defence... the air conditioner does look a
lot like a heater..... and I really don’t see the
problem with running the air conditioner flat out
in the middle of winter….
Later that evening Ben Loxton rolled through
the gate with the VMFG Duo Trailer on the
back of his car. I promptly convinced Ben that
McDonald's was a good and healthy idea for
dinner. So I jumped in the car and we were on
our way. As mentioned before, it was the
middle of winter and far too cold to get out of
the car. Drive-Thru was our only option.
Now Ben is much more experienced at towing
glider trailers than me... but he was adamant
that the glider trailer wouldn't fit through the
drive-thru and its 90 degree bends. Anyway, I
managed to convince him otherwise and we
drove up to the little box and placed our order.
We continued on to the collection window
grabbed our feast and started moving
forward....

Laura Sullivan driving the tow out tractor at the GCV
Benalla winter party.
Photo: Jono McAliece

Now, I’d managed to convince some GCV
members that it would be a good idea to lend
their caravans out to some juniors for the
weekend. There are two caravans in particular
that
stand
out
from
the
weekend.
The first was half way through being renovated
so was basically a gutted caravan full of tools,
lengths of timber and somewhere in there "a
bed". I thought this would be a good van for
“the boys”, Kenton Ford and Reuben Lane…
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'WAIT!' I yelled, Ben slammed on the brakes
(still quite nervous about the trailer)
"They forgot the straw for my drink" I said.....
"reverse up Ben."
Ben didn't look too impressed for some
reason...... (maybe he was just jealous that I
was right about the trailer fitting in the drivethru).
Proudly looking at Ben I said "see I told you it'd
fit Ben".
The next morning, we made the second
biggest batch of pancakes known to man... I'm
glad I managed to convince "the boys" that
orange juice would not be a sufficient
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replacement for milk in pancake mixture. After
my first 20 failed attempts at flipping a
pancake, I started to build quite a stack of
pancakes, ready for consumption. I think Ben
Talbot, Kenton and Reuben ate 98% of them.
After our healthy diet of 34 pancakes each,
"the boys" noticed that Ben Loxton was still in
bed... probably still worn out from the trailer vs
drive-thru adventure. (I think they only noticed
because they had been eating Ben's
pancakes)

Ailsa McMillan of Geelong Gliding Club in LS7-XJJ
with Ben Talbot peeling away in LS4-ZBC at the
GCV Benalla winter party.
Photo: Ailsa McMillan via GoPro camera

Somebody suggested that we go and wake
him using my brand new air horn..... what a
perfect scenario to test my air horn. We all
snuck over to Ben's room, cracked the door a
few feet and blasted the horn with all its force
in Ben's direction.
Ben and his sleeping bag suddenly launched 6
foot in the air!! I wish we attached a vario
beforehand, it was one hell of a climb!!!!
Much much more happened that weekend, but
that will have to be discussed in later articles.
All in all, a good weekend was had by all of
those there. Perhaps we should organize a
Juniors weekend at Mt Beauty?..... On second
thoughts...... maybe not!

stalwarts were having a working bee in
readiness for Frank Van de Hoeven's famous
Saturday night Pig on a Spit, we got the winch
and the Junior out to have some fun.
We all had a couple of flights each before
joining a few of the locals at the Raywood pub
for tea.

Mark Bland in PW6 with Reuben Lane and
Gary Mason.
Photo: Steve Bradbury

Saturday dawned dry and clear and once
again it was the Mt Beauty members who
showed the way getting the gliders out early
and getting the operations under way.
Steve Bradbury arrived to help us and after a
few flights in the PW-6 we decided to fly the
Bocian instead.
Reuben got to fly his third glider conversion in
as many days. We then took an aero-tow in
the Junior to show where the lift was.
There was a cloud street running north / south
about five km away to the east of the field and
it was just out of reach from the winch so as
the Geelong super cub was itching to get
some revenue Gary and Mark decided to also
have an aerotow with the Bocian.

JONO MCALIECE

Bendigo Bonfire weekend
A report from Mark Bland.
For the first time in five years Bendigo Gliding
Club provided a rain free weekend for their
annual Bonfire event. Duncan Robertson,
Reuben Lane and I left Mt Beauty early Friday
morning planning to arrive at Raywood by
lunch time where we had arranged to do some
flying before the masses arrived on the
weekend. Gary Mason also drove up from
Sale to join us. While a few of the local
Alpine Flyer

Steve Bradbury, Mark Bland and Reuben Lane with
the Bocian VH-GQJ.
Photo: Gary Mason
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This was a good decision resulting in an 80
minute flight to almost 5000'. Gary thought the
Bocian flew like an old battleship but it was a
good flight and she a gentle old girl once you
got used to it.
In the evening about seventy people attended
the magnificent "pig on a spit" meal that Frank
and crew had prepared in the hangar before all
retiring to the large bonfire to warm the body!
Reuben was reported to have two young
ladies in tow most of the evening, but he
couldn't convince them to go for a flight the
next day before leaving around mid-day.
Thanks to all the Bendigo members for a great
weekend.
MARK BLAND

Enjoying the winter sun at Mt
Beauty

British Gliding Association Field
Landing Briefing
1. By 2000 FT. If landing appears probable,
fly to a suitable area, preferably flat and
unobstructed. Remember you will cover far
more ground if you fly downwind.
2. By 1500 FT. Pick an area with 2 or 3
potentially suitable fields. Consider the
surrounding terrain:
a) Are there hills to create turbulence or
surface wind problems?
b) Are there TV cables, TV masts or other
large obstacles?
c) Does the ground slope visibly? If so is it
to steep?
d) Stay orientated with wind direction
experienced during the cross-country relate to sun position.
3. By 1000 FT. Select your field considering
the following:
a) Surface Wind - assess the wind by
means of your drift or by smoke. Always
aim to land in a direction which will give
you a substantial headwind component.
b) Field Length - remember the apparent
size of any field is relative to the size of
those surrounding it. Know the
topography of the country over which
you are flying. A good field for a modern
glider would be 500 to 600 metres long
with relatively unobstructed boundaries.

President Andrew Evans, James Rowe, Brooke
Anderson (seated), Laura Sullivan, Instructor Bernie
O’Donnell (seated), Reuben Lane, Kenton Ford,
and Ben Talbot.
Photo: Kate O’Donnell

c) Obstructions - obstructions reduce the
useable field length by at least 10 times
the height at which you clear them.
Trees and buildings will also create
turbulence.
d) Slope - any visible down slope in the
field is unacceptable. A similar upslope
would be acceptable (the wheel brake
will be needed). Examine surrounding
fields for slope indications. Fields at the
bottom of a valley often suffer from
excessive slope.
e) Surface - look for fields in the following
order of priority:
i

Brooke Anderson (seated), Kate O’Donnell, Laura
Sullivan (seated) and James Rowe.
Photo: Andrew Evans
Alpine Flyer

Stubble;

ii Grass - but beware of strip grazing
indicating electric fences – any
shading in the grass surface almost
certainly indicates the presence of
fencing;
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iii Short Crop - the surface should
appear more brown than green;

131

Bernie O’Donnell

70

Reuben Lane

63

Andrew Evans

50

Ben Talbot

46

Stock - Sheep panic, run and
sometimes jump. Cows are curious,
horses bolt. A solitary cow is probably
a bull! Avoid fields with stock.

Kenton Ford

38

Ron Boxhall

34

Ian Cohn

30

IAN COHN

Phil O’Bryan

25

Peter Demeo

25

Laura Sullivan

23

Richard Todd

21

Scott Anderson

21

Steve Bradbury

21

Graham Levitt

19

Mike Pobjoy

15

Mart Bosman

14

Duncan Robertson

14

Gary Mason

11

Andy Smith

9

Terry Knight

8

Craig Collings

5

Rod Harris

3

Ollie Barthelmes

3

Alan Reynolds

2

Bernie Hochwimmer

1

iv Other cropped fields may present a
hazard on landing - remember half
ripe crops may look like stubble.
Consider the season!
f)

Mark Bland

The O’Donnell’s day out at
Mt Beauty

Flying funnies
Kate, Bernie and David O’Donnell with
ASK21-GVA.
Photo: Andrew Evans

Upcoming Events
Tues 23 Jul - 30th anniversary of the “Gimli
glider”. See
www.youtube.com/watch?v=713yrh5RFcA .

Winch Driver Tally
Winch launch tallies for the calendar year from
1 January 2013 are shown below. If you are
not currently qualified to operate the winch,
why not consider obtaining training and help
share the workload?

Alpine Flyer

Sometimes pilots need to cover a flight at an
airport other than the one at which they're
based. When pilots ride this way as
passengers, this is known in the industry as
"deadheading." And so begins our story...
While taxiing out for takeoff, the Boeing 737
suddenly came to a stop. With the aircraft still
on the taxiway, the flight attendant in the back
began to lower the aft stairway. Behind the
plane, a van with flashing lights came to a
screeching halt and out jumped three
uniformed
“deadheading”
pilots.
They
grabbed their bags and ran to the plane.
As they ran up the stairs, the pilot in front
continued running up the aisle shouting, "I
can't believe the flight attendant got the plane
this far. I didn't know she even knew how to
start the engines!"
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For a number of passengers it took quite
some time before they realised they had been
had by these jokers, you couldn't believe the
startled looks on their faces!

Farewell old winch wire

Pilatus 40 yearly inspection
Mike Pobjoy is currently carrying out the 40
yearly inspection of Pilatus VH-GCD.
Although this glider is owned by a private
syndicate it is virtually a club glider as the
syndicate has made it available to all suitably
qualified pilots. The Pilatus provides an
appropriate first single seater conversion to
early pilots.

Mike Pobjoy and Ian Dealy cleaned up all the old
winch wire around Mt Beauty airfield and took it to
the tip.
Photo: Ian Cohn

Classifieds
ASK21 VH-GVS for sale
2 seater self-launching glider, ASK21mi
VH-GVS with enclosed Komet trailer.
Total hrs 980, engine hours 103, always
hangared, steerable nose wheel.
Current Form 2 and in excellent condition.
Andrew Evans and Mike Pobjoy load Pilatus
VH-GCD on its trailer for transport to Mike Pobjoy’s
home in Wodonga for its 40 yearly inspection.
Photo: Laura Sullivan

Suzanne and Shirley’s $2 Sausage
Sizzles (assisted by Terry)
Enjoy the $2 sausage sizzles at the Mt Beauty
Airfield terminal building every third Saturday
of the month. Snags and drinks just $2 each.

Price: $165,000.
For further details contact:
David Jacobson
davidmjacobson@bigpond.com or phone
(03) 5756 2747 or 0419 346 336 or
Rod Harris roddoharris@gmail.com or phone
(03) 5750 1153 or 0438 443 815.

It’s not a fundraiser, just an opportunity to
socialise, brag and tell fibs about how far, fast
and high you flew and how high your winch
launch was, after the day’s flying.

ASK21 Mi-GVS
Photo: Detlev Rueff

Pilatus VH-GCD for Sale

Next Sausage Sizzle Saturday
20 July 2013
Alpine Flyer

Pilatus B4 glider VH-GCD is for sale, including
open trailer, based at Mount Beauty Airfield.
3900 hours, 4760 launches, basic instruments,
open trailer. Can be inspected at Mt Beauty,
Vic. $7000.
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Contact:
Mike Pobjoy: mikepobjoy@yahoo.com.au or
phone (02) 6059 1417 or
Rod Harris: roddo.harris@gmail.com or phone
(03) 5750 1153 or 0438 443 815

Mt Beauty Gliding Club is sponsored by
the Mt Beauty Community Bank

Send your editorial or photographic contributions to the
“Alpine Flyer” Editor - Andrew Evans at
andrewe@g-mwater.com.au or Telephone 0418 377 146

Pilatus B4 VH-GCD
Photo: Greg Sujecki

And Now a Word from Our
Sponsors
MT BEAUTY
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